Prefrontal BOLD Responses Coupled to Changing Emotional Faces in Adolescents with and without a History of Suicide Attempt
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Abstract.

Background: Functional abnormalities in emotion processing neural circuitry in adolescents with a history of suicide attempt relative to depressed adolescents with no history of suicide and healthy controls have been identified, typically utilizing static face presentations.

Objective: The objective of the present work was to characterize functional activations associated with emotional face processing in adolescents with and without a history of suicide attempt.

Methods: 64 adolescents including 19 with a history of depression and suicide attempt (ATT), 22 with a history of depression but no suicide attempt (NAT) and 23 healthy controls (HC) performed an implicit emotional-faces task during functional neuroimaging, in which they identified a color label superimposed on neutral faces that dynamically morphed into one of four emotional faces (angry, fearful, sad, and happy).

Results: HC showed greater Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) responses compared with ATT in the Right Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex (rDLPFC) to all emotional faces compared to shapes. A similar pattern of group differences was seen when both ATT and NAT groups were compared with HC. Across all participants, an association between child trauma and rDLPFC activation was seen, although this was not corrected for multiple comparisons.

Conclusions: Together, the findings are consistent with prior observations of emotion-related alterations in neural function in suicide attempters. However, they also suggest that adequate control groups are necessary to dissociate specific correlates of suicide risk from depression or trauma severity, which may contribute to prefrontal alterations in emotion processing.
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INTRODUCTION

Prevention of suicide attempt, across all age groups, is identified as a mission of the US National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH: [1]) and associated public and private stakeholders. Suicidal behavior is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in adolescence, and suicidal ideation and attempt are commonly reported. For example, [2] reports suicidal ideation and behaviors in around 7–17% of high school students. Despite progress in understanding risk factors for suicidal behavior [3], the pathogenesis is poorly understood, including possible alterations in neural circuitry that might predispose to suicidal behavior. Progress in the prediction and prevention of suicidal behavior would be facilitated by identification of biomarkers for suicide risk and an increased understanding of the underlying pathogenesis of suicidal behavior in order to target and reverse such processes.

Several laboratories have identified potential neural markers of suicidal risk using fMRI [4–7], par-
ticularly using emotion- and cognitive control-related paradigms. For example, we have previously identified functional differences in emotion processing and cognitive control-related neural circuitry in depressed adolescents with past suicide attempt relative to depressed adolescents with no history of suicide attempt and healthy controls [4, 8, 9]. Specifically, we have shown increased activity in anterior cingulate and dorsolateral prefrontal cortical attentional control networks, and decreased functional connectivity between the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and the insula when viewing static, mild angry faces in adolescents with a history of depression and suicide attempt compared with healthy controls and depressed adolescent non-attempters [9]. In contrast, we observed no abnormalities in performance accuracy, dorsal anterior cingulate activity, or attentional control network activity on tasks of learning in the context of economic risk [10]. These findings suggest that abnormal functioning of ‘task-positive’ networks involved in salience and executive control, perhaps restricted to the setting of emotion processing or other specific contexts, may represent markers of past suicide attempt. Nevertheless, functional abnormalities in these regions have been identified using resting state functional connectivity in suicidal ideators [11], and further work is required to confirm that a unique endophenotype for suicidal behavior, that is distinct from the neuropathophysiology from MDD per se, can be observed. The use of emotional faces may offer potential to evaluate predispositions towards abnormal affective responses that have been proposed to be characteristic of suicide risk. In particular, one proposal is that individuals at risk of suicide show alterations in the negative valence system [12].

Other reports have implicated abnormalities in the functioning of emotional processing regions in suicide attempters (e.g. [13, 14], often in response to negative emotion. Specifically, adult male suicide attempters showed greater activity in the right lateral orbitofrontal cortex and decreased activity in the right superior frontal gyrus to intense angry versus neutral faces relative to healthy and depressed non-attempter controls [13]. More recently, machine learning techniques have been successful in decoding putative emotional states that may characterize suicidal ideation [15]. These findings, taken together with our findings of differences in the attention and salience networks in adolescent attempters described above suggest that it may be possible to identify consistent abnormalities in emotion processing that may be associated with past, or predictive of future suicide attempts. Measuring functional activity during a task that better captures the dynamic nature of real-world emotion processing is the logical next step in understanding how abnormalities of attention to emotion and processing the evolution of emotion may contribute to suicidal behavior. To date, no study has examined neural circuitry underlying dynamic emotional face processing in adolescents with a history of suicide attempt.

The aim of the present study was to measure neural activity during dynamic emotional face processing in adolescents with a history of depression and suicide attempt versus age-matched adolescents with a history of depression but no suicide attempt and age-matched healthy controls, using functional neuroimaging. First, previous studies used static images of facial displays that varied in intensity of emotion. In the present study, we employed stimuli in which a video of facial display dynamically morphed over a one-second interval from 0% emotion (neutral) to 100% emotional intensity. These stimuli are designed to mimic more closely the real-world experience of witnessing changes in facial displays of emotion during a social encounter. In addition, we examined neural activity in adolescents with a history of depression and suicide attempt (ATT), adolescents with a history of depression and no suicide attempt (NAT), and healthy control (HC) participants, to facial displays of anger, happiness, fear, and sadness. To our knowledge, this is the first such study to compare neural activity to dynamic emotional faces in adolescents with a history of suicide attempt. We performed two sets of hypothesis-led analyses: first, to examine an overall difference in emotion- versus shape-related activations with planned t-tests contrasting all three groups in whole brain activation; second, to identify a group by emotion-type interaction – in particular, a selective effect of group on a particular emotional category compared to the others. These analyses would address the question of whether neural activations to emotional faces were abnormal overall in suicide attempters, or whether they are biased specifically towards particular emotions rather than others (e.g. towards negative rather than positive emotions). Although our primary hypothesis was that suicide attempters would show selective alterations compared to the other two groups, we also examined the presence of non-specific illness-related factors which might differentiate the patient groups from controls.

Finally, we performed follow up analysis of individual differences with respect to clinical measures to identify dimensions of pathology which might
account for variation in brain activation. Suicide attempters, when considered as a group, can be highly heterogeneous, and regression analysis may help to identify dimensions of pathology which can explain some of this variation. Moreover, while our design allowed some control over non-specific, illness related factors, it remains possible that any identified markers reflect inadequate matching between the attempter and non-attempter groups. Correlational analysis was conducted to address these possibilities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants (Table 1)

64 adolescents completed the study, including those with 1) lifetime history of suicide attempt and Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) (ATT; \( n = 19 \)); 2) history of MDD, but no history of suicide attempt: non-attempters (NAT; \( n = 22 \)); and 3) healthy control participants without personal or first-degree relative history of psychiatry disorder or suicide attempt (HC; \( n = 23 \)). Given the age range of the participants, screening the healthy controls in this way increases the likelihood that they will not show trait-level risk factors for future mental illness.

ATT and NAT were recruited from existing studies and a clinic for depressed youth. HC were recruited from advertisement in pediatric practices. Inclusion criteria for NAT and ATT included a lifetime history of MDD according to DSM-IV criteria [16]. ATT had a history of at least one suicide attempt as defined by the Columbia Classification Algorithm of Suicide Assessment (C-CASA) [17]. All participants were right-handed.

Exclusion criteria included neurological disorders, head injury, Verbal Subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Test (Wechsler, 1999) score < 80, use of sedative medication, drug or alcohol disorder or positive urine drug screen, pregnancy, MRI ineligibility, bipolar disorder or psychosis and left-handedness. Any ATT with suicide attempt causing neurological damage or long term physiologic effects was excluded.

DSM-IV criteria were assessed using the K-SADS interview [18]. Suicide attempt was assessed using the Columbia Suicide Intent Scale (SIS: [19]) and Suicide History Form (SHF: [20]). Depression, anxiety, suicidal ideation, and pubertal status were assessed with the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI: [21]), Screen for Childhood Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders (SCARED: [22] – both the parent-
and self-report version were included as is conventional), Suicidal Ideation Questionnaire (SIQ) [23], and Petersen Development Scale [24], respectively. In addition, the Child Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ: [25] and the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11: [26]) were also administered. After complete description of the study to all subjects, parental written informed consent and participant written informed assent was obtained.

74 total participants were assessed. 10 Participants were excluded (3 HC/4 NAT/3 ATT): eight with poor movement only (total movement > 3 mm), and two who fell asleep during the scan and > 3 mm movement.

Paradigm

Participants completed a 12.5-minute emotional dynamic faces task during fMRI. Stimuli comprised faces from the NimStim set [27] that were morphed in 5% increments, from neutral (0% emotion) to 100% emotion for four emotions: happy, sad, angry, and fear (Fig. 1). Morphed faces were collated into one-sec movies progressing from 0% to 100% emotional display. In control trials, movies comprised a simple shape (dark oval) superimposed on a light-grey oval, with similar structural characteristics to the face stimuli, which subsequently morphed into a larger shape, approximating the movement of the morphed faces. An additional set of experimental trials, not examined below, included neutral faces that morphed from one identity to another. Neutral faces may be associated with a distinct set of psychological and neural responses (e.g. [28]), perhaps related to decoding ambiguous expressions, which were not relevant to the present work. There were three blocks for each of the four emotional conditions with 12 stimuli per block, and six control blocks with six stimuli per block. Emotional and control blocks were presented in a pseudo-randomized order so that no two blocks of any condition were presented sequentially. Participants were asked to use a button press, selecting one of three buttons, to indicate the color of a semi-transparent foreground color flash (orange, blue, or yellow) that appeared during the mid-200–650 msec of the one-sec presentation of the dynamically changing face. The emotional faces were task irrelevant and, thus, were processed implicitly.

Data acquisition

Neuroimaging data were collected using a 3.0 Tesla Siemens Trio MRI scanner at the Magnetic

![Fig. 1](image_url). The top panel presents a fear trial of the dynamic emotional faces task. Over a one-sec duration, the participants viewed a movie of a face that changed in 5% increments from neutral (0% emotion) to a happy, sad, angry, or fearful (100% emotion) face. The bottom panel represents the changing shape condition, which was used as the baseline condition. In both cases, participants were asked to identify the color flash presented in the middle of the dynamic change.
Functional neuroimaging analysis

Functional imaging data were preprocessed and analyzed with statistical parametric mapping software (SPM8; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). During preprocessing, data were corrected for differences in acquisition time between slices, co-registered, realigned, resampled to $2 \times 2 \times 2$ mm$^3$ voxels, spatially normalized into standard stereotactic space [Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI)], and spatially smoothed using a 6-mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. A first-level fixed-effect model was constructed in which each of the four emotion conditions (anger, fear, sad, happy) were entered as separate conditions, while the shape condition, which served as the baseline in the design matrix, was subtracted from each. Trials were modeled using a boxcar function that lasted the duration of the trial, which were then convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. To account for irrelevant variability in the hemodynamic response function, temporal derivatives of each were also included for each of the modeled conditions [29]. Movement parameters from the reprocessing procedure were entered as covariates of no interest to control for subject movement, as was a timeseries reflecting fluctuations within white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF: see also [29]).

Two sets of second level analyses were performed. First, a contrast which reflected general responses to...
emotional stimuli was generated by contrasting all four emotion conditions with the shape contrast, after weighting to correct for the one control condition and four manipulation conditions. This contrast was analyzed using T-tests to examine the effect of emotional faces versus shapes across all groups, as well as whole-brain differences between the groups. In general, these analyses employed a cluster forming threshold of $p < 0.001$, followed by a cluster threshold of family wise error (FWE)-corrected $p < 0.05$. For the analysis of group differences, as there were six potential tests for the 3 groups, we used a more conservative FWE-cluster threshold of $p < 0.0083$ rather than $p < 0.05$. To assess the effect of patient (ATT/NAT) status versus HC, we performed a follow-up analysis test with a FWE-corrected $p < 0.05$ to evaluate the potential of general illness effects.

The second analysis involved an ANOVA model implemented in SPM. The four emotion contrasts (i.e., anger–minus–shape, fear–minus–shape, sad–minus–shape, and happy–minus–shape) were entered into second-level analyses. This analysis allowed us to test the presence of a main effect of emotion, or an emotion by group interaction. In all whole brain analyses, age, gender, and IQ were included as covariates of no interest.

Although our main analytical strategy focused on evaluating group differences, an alternative approach would be to focus on dimensions of pathology. Thus, we also investigated whether any differences in neural activations identified by between-group contrasts were related to dimensions of illness severity of relevance to suicide. We examined CTQ, BDI, SIQ, BIS-11 total score, SCARED-P and SCARED-C. We used Pearsons’s correlations, and corrected for six potential comparisons ($p = 0.0083$).

Behavioral and Clinical data analyses

Task performance data were analyzed using one-way Analysis of Variance ANOVAs to examine the main effect of group upon response time and accuracy for all face and shape trials. Accuracy data were transformed using an arcsin transform before analysis. Clinical and demographic data were analyzed using Pearson Chi-Square’s (gender) and ANOVAs (all other variables) to examine the main effect of group. In the case of significant variance inhomogeneity or non-normality, Welch’s ANOVA was computed instead of conventional ANOVA. All ANOVA analyses were followed by Games-Howell post-hoc tests if the main effect of group was significant. Planned $t$-tests were also conducted to compare the ATT and NAT groups on all variables.

RESULTS

Demographics and clinical measures

Demographic information for the ATT, NAT, and HC groups are reported in Table 1. As expected, HC reported significantly fewer symptoms of depression, suicidal ideation, and anxiety than did the two patient groups (Table 1). ATT and NAT were intentionally matched for depression severity, and did not differ on SIQ or BDI. HC were younger than NAT and ATT, but groups did not differ significantly in pubertal status, IQ, or gender ratio. 17 NAT and 18 ATT were taking medication (see Table 2). All patients taking medication were taking an antidepressant. Two ATT had augmentation with atypical antipsychotics/benzodiazepines, and 3 ATT and 2 NAT had augmentation with the stimulant medication methylphenidate. Mean time since last attempt for ATT was 13 months 325 days (SD) and mean lethality of attempt from the SHF was 2.12 ($2 = requiring medical intervention, Table 2$).

Task performance

Mean color-labeling accuracy and mean reaction time were calculated for each participant across all conditions. Overall, task accuracy was high (see Table 1), and performance was broadly comparable among groups. Repeated-measures ANOVA did not reveal strong group by emotion interactions (RT: group by emotion $F(8, 244) = 2.14, p = 0.077$; accuracy: group by emotion $F(8, 244) = 1.12, p = 0.35$). On the accuracy scores, a main effect of emotion was seen ($F(4,244) = 4.21, p = 0.003$), which mostly reflected more accurate performance on the sad faces compared to the other expressions across all subjects (all $T$’s $> 2.66, p’s < 0.011$). Due to the lack of significant emotion by group interactions, we collapsed across emotions to clarify the main effect of group in both RT and accuracy (see Table 1). We observed faster responding in HC compared to NAT, and more accurate performance in NAT compared to the other two groups. Thus, the NAT group were generally somewhat slower but more accurate than the other groups. Including age, IQ and gender as covariates in these analyses did not alter the overall pattern of findings.
A secondary finding in the Right Superior Frontal Gyrus did not reach corrected significance (antidepressant, methylphenidate, antipsychotic, benzodiazepine), which did not yield significant differences.

**DISCUSSION**

The specific aim of the study was to determine the extent to which ATT showed abnormal activ-
ity during dynamic emotion processing compared with NAT and HC. The use of this task was relevant for its dynamic nature and more diverse assessment of emotions. A robust difference between the ATT and HC groups was seen in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), with ATT showing less activity for emotional faces compared to shapes in this region than HC. No significant differences were seen between ATT and NAT groups, but both patient groups together showed significantly less activity in a network of regions including the DLPFC compared to HC. No significant group by emotion interactions were observed. Overall, a simple account of the findings would be that illness/depression severity, in which the ATT group, and to a lesser extent, the NAT group, is associated with a generalized alteration in neural activations to emotional stimuli in regions such as the right DLPFC and the Superior Frontal Gyrus. Broadly, these regions play a role in diverse task demands [e.g. 30, 31] and can show complex patterns of functional co-activation [32]. Nevertheless, this explanation remains to be confirmed in more detail, and in particular, the selectivity of the deficit for emotion-processing over and above other cognitive domains remains to be established.

The findings therefore stand in contrast to previous literature in which specific neural abnormalities have been identified which can distinguish individuals at heightened risk of suicide (including suicidal ideation [33]) and/or with a suicide history [e.g. 7, 13, 34, 35], but are consistent with studies which have reported null differences between the groups [14]. The whole-brain analysis approach which we adopted risks the potential of a false negative – a failure to identify a true, if moderate sized, underlying effect. Our findings suggest however that the non-specific effect of illness severity may be substantial, and thus important to correct for when trying to identify trait markers of suicide risk. In addition, our findings are somewhat consistent with a recent study of emotion regulation in suicidal adolescents [36] in which heightened DLPFC activity was observed in suicidal ideators compared to controls during explicit emotion regulation, but less DLPFC activity was observed during passive viewing. They are also consistent with our previous work [9] insofar as they also highlight deficits in cognitive control-relevant networks in suicidal individuals, but suggest that these deficits may be less selective for this suicide risk than previously thought.

One variable that explained variability in neural activation was a history of trauma: specifically, a weak association between scores on the child trauma questionnaire and right DLPFC emotion-related activation was seen across all individuals. In future, stronger evidence may be obtained by a more specific measure of trauma and its impact. At present, we conclude the trauma history may be one of a number of illness severity-related factors that influence DLPFC function during emotion processing.

We found significant differences between groups in task performance with regard to accuracy and reaction time (RT), though this was primarily driven by higher accuracy in NAT relative to ATT/HC and slower RT in NAT relative to HC. Generally, this pattern is consistent with a more conservative response threshold in NAT i.e. favoring accuracy over speed in RTs. This suggests that the neural abnormalities in cognitive control networks are not directly associated with behavioral deficits. The dynamic faces paradigm does require attentional control as the faces are irrelevant to the color discrimination task, so more sensitive tests of cognitive control are needed to identify the predicted behavioral abnormalities in the patient groups.

There were limitations to the current study. The sample size was modest, even in light of the difficulty in recruiting participants with a history of suicide attempt. Future work might explore larger cohorts, and employ parametric designs which can account for potential methodological differences in prior work (e.g. static/dynamic faces). HC controls were younger than NAT and ATT, though their pubertal status did not differ significantly due to the limited age range. In all neuroimaging analyses, age was included as a covariate. Furthermore, it was necessary to recruit ATT and NAT who were taking medication. Exploratory analyses did not, however, show any significant relationships in NAT and ATT between medication and activity in the dynamic emotional faces task in the DLPFC. Medication use could have contributed to the overall effect of illness severity (i.e. ATT&NAT vs HC), however, particularly in medial, rather than lateral, prefrontal regions [37]. In general, ATT and NAT were fairly well matched for medication status, as well as depression and anxiety symptom severity. Future studies should aim to recruit unmedicated ATT and NAT, given clinical and practical constraints. The cross-sectional nature of the study was a further limitation, and future studies might seek to examine the capacity of neuroimaging biomarkers to predict future clinical outcomes.
Summary

To our knowledge, this study is the first to examine the functional integrity of neural circuitry in adolescents with a history of suicide attempt during a dynamic emotional faces task. Together, our findings demonstrate the importance of considering dimensions of illness severity, and potentially highlight history of trauma as a relevant dimension of pathology. Thus, tight control of disease severity is essential for future studies attempting to identify specific markers of heightened suicide risk. More complex interactions between suicidality with depression severity or other co-morbidities may also need to be considered by futures studies. A goal for such studies should be to determine the extent to which functional abnormalities in neural circuitry supporting emotion processing may yield potential biomarkers of suicide risk in adolescence.
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